
Our company is looking for a solution consulting. We appreciate you taking the
time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t
fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for solution consulting

Design optimal solution models while considering specific factors such as
profitability, resourcing, outsourcing
Channelize budgets for the Solution Consulting teams to influence
competitiveness of the outsourcing solution components and ensure periodic
reviews to achieve cost optimization, productivity, margins
Define partner ecosystem model to enhance eligibility and drive
differentiation globally across focus markets/domains/functions
Drive a self-directed and high performance culture in the team
Design collaterals such as demos, staging environment, case studies, which
can differentiation, ensure best customer experience and higher conversion
Developing and delivering high quality customised presentations and
demonstrations that position NetSuite product features/benefits as the best
solution available to prospective clients
Develops and delivers Architecture Review throughout the project lifecycle
Works closely with the Enterprise Architects to develop target architectures
and technology standards
Ensures conformation and integration with the approved and published
Target Architectures
Shared accountability for all solutions delivered in collaboration with ITSD
teams

Qualifications for solution consulting
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Improvement Focus - Consider the effectiveness of existing processes and
suggest improvements
Knowledge of software development methods and programming tools (XML,
JSP, or JSF preferred)
8 or more years of leadership experience in successfully managing complex
organizational initiatives involving multiple functions and multiple business
units/regions
8 years of experience in driving enterprise-wide initiatives across Fortune 100
sized organizations from qualified idea to delivery
5 or more years of senior leadership experience demonstrating significant
accomplishment in a senior leadership role large national multi-million dollar
programs and projects in complex organizations with numerous constituents
4 years of proven experience in building and leading solution consulting
teams (20+) that have delivered strong business value to partners and
transforming organizations in large Fortune 100 organizations


